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Abstract. This paper proposes a simple yet concise framework to statically verify communication correctness in a concurrency model using
futures. We consider the concurrency model of the core ABS language,
which supports actor-style asynchronous communication using futures
and cooperative scheduling. We provide a type discipline based on session
types, which gives a high-level abstraction for structured interactions.
By using it we statically verify if the local implementations comply with
the communication correctness. We extend core ABS with sessions and
annotations to express scheduling policies based on required communication ordering. The annotation is statically checked against the session
automata derived from the session types.
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Introduction

While distributed and concurrent systems are the pillars of modern IT infrastructures, it is non-trivial to model asynchronous interactions and statically
guarantee communication correctness of such systems. This challenge motivates
us to bring a compositional analysis framework, which models and locally verifies
the behaviors of each distributed endpoints (i.e. components) from the specification of their global interactions. For modeling, we focus on core ABS [10, 15], an
object-oriented actor-based language designed to model distributed and concurrent systems with asynchronous communications. For verification, we establish a
hybrid analysis, which statically type checks local objects’ behaviors and, at the
same time ensures that local schedulers obey to specified policies during runtime.
We apply session types [12, 21] to type interactions by abstracting structured
communications as a global specification, and then automatically generating local specifications from the global one to locally type check endpoint behaviors.
The distinguishing features of the core ABS concurrency model are (1) cooperative scheduling, where methods explicitly control internal interleavings by
explicit scheduling points, and (2) the usage of futures [11], which decouple the
process invoking a method and the process reading the returned value. By sharing future identities, the caller enables other objects to wait for the same method
?
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results. Note that core ABS does not use channels. Communication between processes is restricted to method calls and return values.
The order of operations on futures is fixed: First a fresh future identity is
created upon the caller invoking a method on the callee, then the callee starts the
method execution. After method termination, the callee sends the result to the
future, i.e. future is resolved. Finally, any object which can access the future can
read the value from this future. Our session-based type system ensures that the
specification respects this order. We have two kinds of communications: Caller
invoking a method at a remote callee, and callee returning values via a future
to those who know that future. The later is non-trivial since several endpoints
can read more than once from the same resolved future at any time.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that session types are considered for typing the concurrency model of core ABS. Our contributions include:
(1) extending core ABS with sessions (SABS for short) by giving special annotations to specify the order of interactions among concurrent class instances, (2)
establishing a session-based type system, and (3) generating session automata [2]
from session types to represent scheduling policies and typestate [20]. To capture the interactions among objects, which are running several processes, we
introduce a two-fold notion of local types: Object types defining behaviors (i.e.
including scheduling behavior) among class instances, while method types defining behaviors that processes should follow.
Outline: Section 2 gives a motivating example which is used in the rest of the
paper. Section 3 introduces the concurrency model of SABS. Section 4 defines
session types for SABS (ABS-ST for short), while Section 5 gives a type system.
Section 6 introduces session automata which are used to verify behaviors of
schedulers. Section 7 gives the related works, while section 8 concludes our work.
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Motivating Example: A Grading System

Consider a service, called grading system, which
offers an expensive computation on sensitive data,
e.g. automatic evaluation of exams. This service
consists of three endpoints: A computation server,
denoted by c, and a service desk, denoted by d,
where a student, denoted by s, can request their
grades. The protocol is as follows: Once c finishes
calculating the grades, it sends a publish message
Fig. 1. A grading system
containing the grades to d and an announcement,
announce message, to a student. It is not desirable that d starts a new communication with c because c may be already computing the next exams; it is also
not desirable that d communicates to s without any request from s.
If a student requests his/her grades before the service desk receives the grades
from c by publish, the scheduler of d must postpone the process of request until
publish has been executed and terminated. This is not possible for core ABS,
because a scheduler in core ABS cannot be idle while waiting for a specific
message when the process queue is non-empty. Thus we propose an extension of

core ABS to ensure that the endpoints and their local schedulers behave well to
the specified communication order.

3

The Session-based ABS Language (SABS)

This section introduces the concept of session to core ABS [10, 15]. The
extended language is called session-based ABS, SABS in short. The goal of this
extension is to equip the language’s compiler with the ability to statically ensure
communication correctness for applications written in core ABS.
3.1

Syntax and the concurrency model of core ABS

The SABS language provides a combination of algebraic datatype, functional
sublanguage, and a simple imperative object-oriented language. The former two
kinds are kept the same in SABS as in core ABS. The imperative object-oriented
layer is extended. The syntax of SABS can be found in Fig. 2, in which the new
language extension is highlighted and will be explained in Section 3.2.
Syntactic categories
T in Ground Type
B in Basic Type
A in Generic Type
N in Names
e in Expression
x in Variable
t in Ground Term
br in Branch
p in Pattern
C, I, m in Names
L in Local Types
S in Session IDs
G in Global Types
s in Statement
b in Bool Expression

Definitions
T
A
Dd
F
e
t
P
IF
CL
M
a
rhs
s

::= B | I | D | DhT i B ::= Bool | Int | String | Unit | · · ·
::= N | T | DhAi
Cons ::= Co[(A)]
::= data D[hAi] = Cons[|Cons];
::= def A fn[hAi](A x) = e;
::= b | x | t | this | destiny | Co[(e)] | fn(e) | case e {br}
::= Co[(t)] | null br ::= p ⇒ e; p ::= _ | x | t | Co[(p)]
::= Dd F IF CL {T x; s}
::= interface I { Sg }
Sg ::= T m (T x)
::= [[a]]class C [(T x)] [implements I] { T x; M }
::= Sg { T x; s }
::= Scheduler: L ptc ::= Protocol: G
join ::= Ses: String
::= e | e!m(e) | e.get
::= s; s | x = rhs | skip | return e
| await e? | if b {s} [ else {s}] | while b {s} | case e{p ⇒ s;}
| [ptc] x = new Session(e) | [join] x = new C [(e)]

Fig. 2. SABS syntax. Terms · denote possibly empty lists over corresponding syntactic
categories, and [ ] optional elements. The highlighted ones are the new syntax added
to core ABS.

A SABS model, denoted by P, defines datatypes Dd , functions F , interfaces IF , classes CL, and main block {T x; s} to configure the initial state. In
datatype declarations Dd, an abstract datatype D has at least one constructor
Cons, which has a name Co and a list of generic types A for its arguments. A
future of built-in type FuthT i expresses that the value stored in the future is
of type T. Function declarations F consist of a return type A, a function name
fn, an optional list of parameters of types A, a list of variable declarations x of
types A, and an expression e. Expressions e include boolean expressions b, variables x, (ground) terms t, the self-identifier this, the return address destiny
of the method activation, constructor expressions Co(e), function expressions
fn(e), and case expressions case e {br} where br is a branch. An interface IF

has a name I and method signatures Sg. A method signature Sg declares the
return type T of a method with name m and formal parameters x of types T .
A class CL has a name C, the fields x of type T for formal parameters and state
variables, implemented interfaces I and methods M . The right-hand side expressions rhs include (pure) expressions e, asynchronous remote method invocation
e!m(e), and future fetching expression e.get. Statements s include sequential
composition, assignment, session creation, object creation, guarding statement
await e?, if, while, branching, skip and return statement.
The concurrency model In SABS each object has one scheduler and one processor. It is possible to have more than one processes on an object, but at most
one process is executed by the processor on an object at a time. For a method
call, a fresh future identity, say f , is generated by the caller upon sending an
asynchronous remote method invocation to the callee. A future can be seen as
a placeholder for the method result. The callee creates a new process for the receiving call. If the processor of the callee is busy while the new message arrives,
the created process will be put into the process pool and can later be chosen
for execution by the scheduler. Upon method termination, the callee returns
the result to f , i.e. f is resolved. Any object sharing the identity f can read
the value from f by executing f.get. This statement blocks the current process
until f is resolved and then returns the value. Since execution control is not
transferred between objects and there is no direct access from one object to the
fields of other objects, each object can be analyzed individually. SABS supports
cooperative scheduling. Each object relies on its scheduler to select a process for
execution at the explicit scheduling points, which can be upon termination of
object initialization, at await statement, and upon method termination. When
a process execution encounters statement await f ?, if the future f is not resolved yet, the processor is released and the current process is suspended and
put into the process pool. Then the processor is idle and the scheduler chooses
a process from the pool for execution based on a scheduling policy (i.e. specified
by a local specification). We say the chosen process from the pool is reactivated.
3.2

New language extension

SABS provides a set of new features in order to guide the scheduler to select
the intended process for execution according to the required interaction ordering. In Fig. 2, the statement [Protocol : G] x = new Session(e) creates a new
session with a fresh session id stored in x. The parameter e is the session name
of type String. The annotation [Protocol : G] describes the global communication specification G, which will be formalized in Section. 4.1, that the newly
created session should obey. The statement [Ses : S] x = new C [(e)] creates a
new object with a fresh object id stored in x. The annotation [Ses : S] specifies
that the newly created object belongs to session S. Each object can belong to
at most one session. The annotation [Scheduler : L] is optional and can be
added in front of the class declarations. It provides the local communication
specification L to guide the scheduler of the current object.
The SABS implementation for the grading example in Section 2 is in Fig. 3,
in which we create a new session ses named Service. Type gradingSystem de-
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interface ServiceDesk{ Unit publish(Int g); Int request(); }
interface CompServer{ Unit pubGrd(ServiceDesk d, Student s, Int g); }
interface Student{ Unit announce(ServiceDesk d); }
[ Scheduler: c?f publish.s?f 0 request] // local protocol for SD
class SD(CompServer c, Student s) implements ServiceDesk{
Int grade = 0;
Unit publish(Int g){grade = g;}
Int request(){return grade;}}
class CS implements CompServer{
Unit pubGrd(ServiceDesk d, Student s, Int g){
Fut<Unit> f = d!publish(g,this);
Fut<Unit> f 0 = s!announce(d,this);
}}
class S implements Student{
Int grade = 0;
Unit announce(ServiceDesk d){
Fut<Int> f 00 = d!request(this);
grade = f 00 .get;
}}
{ [ Protocol: gradingSystem ] Ses ses = new Session("Service");
[ Ses: ses ] CompServer c = new CS;
[ Ses: ses ] Student s = new S;
[ Ses: ses ] ServiceDesk d = new SD(c,s);
Fut<Unit> f0 = c!pubGrd(d,s,85); }

Fig. 3. The ABS implementation for the example in Section. 2.

fines this session’s global communication specification (introduced later in Section 4.1). Computer server c, student s and service desk d all belong to the same
session ses. The scheduling policy for the service desk is represented by a local
specification c?f publish.s?f 0 request (introduced later in Section 4.2), which specifies the method request invoked by the student s can only be executed after the
execution of method publish invoked by the computer server c.

4

Compositional Analysis Based on Session Types

Based on the approach of compositional analysis and the theory of session types [12], we introduce the ABS-ST (ABS Session Types) framework:
Each object (i.e. component) is statically checked against its local specification,
which are projected from a global specification, specifying the overall interactions among objects (i.e. composes objects). As multiparty session types type
interactions consisting of simple sending and receiving actions among multiple
processes, ABS-ST type interactions consisting of asynchronous remote method
calls, scheduling, and futures among objects. This work extends [16], which contains proofs, full examples and definitions.

4.1

Global Types

Global types, denoted by G, define global communication specifications within
a closed system of objects. Contrary to session types [12, 21], we do not specify
the datatype of a message since the message is a method call or a method return
and every method in SABS has a fixed signature. The syntax of G is defined:
Definition 1. Let p, q range over objects, denoted by Ob, f over futures, m
over method names and C over all constructors of all abstract datatypes.
f

g ::= p −
→ q : m.g p ↓ f : (C).g p ↑ f : (C).g
Rel(p, f ).g p{gj }j∈J end g∗

f

G ::= 0 −
→ q : m G.g
f

Initialization 0 −
→ q : m starts interactions from the main block invoking object q,
f0
e.g. we write 0 −→ c : pubGrd to specify the code in the main block in Fig. 3. We
use . for sequential composition and write G.g to mean interaction(s) g follows
f

G. Interaction p −
→ q : m models a remote call, where object p asynchronously
calls method m at object q via future f , and then q creates a new process for this
method call. The resolving type p ↓ f : (C) models object p resolving the future
f . If the method has an algebraic datatype as its return type, then the return
value has C as its outermost constructor; otherwise we simply write p ↓ f . The
fetching type p ↑ f : (C) models object p reading the future f . The usage of C here
is similar to the one in p ↓ f : (C). The releasing type Rel(p, f ) models p which
releases the control until future f has been resolved. This type corresponds to
await f ? statement in SABS. The example below shows how Rel(p, f ) works:
f0

f1

f2

Example 1. Consider Grelease = 0 −→ a : m0 .a −→ b : m1 .b −→ a : m2 .g. It does
not specify the usage of futures correctly: At the moment b makes a remote call
on m2 at a, the process computing f0 is still active at a. We shall revise it to
f0

f1

f2

G0release = 0 −→ a : m0 .a −→ b : m1 .Rel(a, f1 ).b −→ a : m2 .g
Here a suspends its first process computing f0 until f1 has been resolved; during
this period, a can execute the call on m2 .
The branching type p{gj }j∈J expresses that as p selects the jth branch, gj
guides the continuing interactions. The type end means termination.
Note that only a self-contained g can be repeatedly used. We say g is selfcontained if (1) wherever there is a remote call or releasing, there is a corresponding resolving and visa versa; and (2) it contains no end, and (3) every repeated
type within it is also self-contained. We say A ∈ g if A appears in g and A ∈ G
f
f0
f
if A ∈ g for some g ∈ G. E.g., we have q −
→ p : m ∈ 0 −→ q : m.q −
→ p:m
and q{g2 } ∈ q{gj }j∈{1,2,3} and its negation means the inverse. A future f is
f

introduced in g (or G) if p −
→ q ∈ g (or G).
Now we define type g∗ = fresh(g).g∗ (in case fresh(g) is a branching, we append g∗ to the end of every branch), meaning finite repetition of a self-contained

g by giving every repetition fresh future names:

0
0
0
0

g{f1 /f1 }...{fn /fn } if f1 , ..., fn are introduced in g and f1 , .., fn fresh
fresh(g) = p{fresh(gj )}j∈J
if p{gj }j∈J


Undefined
otherwise

In other words, we need to keep linearity of futures for every iterations.
Example 2. We show how the global type gradingSystem, used in the code of
Fig. 3, represents the grading system discussed in Section 2:
f

f0

f0

→ d : publish.d ↓ f.c −→ s : announce.
gradingSystem = 0 −→ c : pubGrd.c −
f 00

s −−→ d : request.d ↓ f 00 .s ↑ f 00 .s ↓ f 0 .c ↓ f0 .end
The session is started by a call on c.pubGrd, while other objects are inactive
f
at the moment. After the call c −
→ d : publish, the service desk d is active at
computing f in a process running publish. We position d ↓ f there to specify
that d must resolve f after it is called by c and before it is called by s (i.e.
f 00

f0

s −−→ d : request). For c, it can have a second remote call c −→ s : announce
after its first call. Thus in this case it is no harm to move d ↓ f right after
f0

c −→ s : announce. As d is called by s, d can start computing f 00 in a process
running request only after d ↓ f , which means the process computing publish has
terminated. s will fetch the result by s ↑ f 00 after d resolves f 00 ; then s resolves
f 0 . Note that, since c does not need to get any response from d nor s, c simply
finishes the session by c ↓ f0 . The end is there to ensure all processes in the
session terminate. The valid use of futures is examined during generating object
types from a global type, a procedure introduced in Section 4.3. If s ↑ f 00 is
specified before d ↓ f 00 , the projection procedure will return undefined since f 00
can not be read before being resolved.
4.2

Local Types

Besides global types, to statically check code, we define local types, which
describe local specifications at object level. The syntax of local types is defined:
Definition 2.
L

::= p!f m.L p?f m.L Put f : (C).L Get f : (C).L Await(f, f 0 ).L
React(f ).L

⊕{Lj }j∈J

&f{Lj }j∈J

L∗ .L skip.L end

We use . to denote sequential composition. The type p!f m denotes a sending
action via an asynchronous remote call on method m at endpoint p. The type
p?f m denotes a receiving action which starts a new process computing f by
executing method m after a call from p. The resolving Put f : (C) and fetching
Get f : (C) have the same intuitive meaning as their global counterparts. The
suspension Await(f, f 0 ) means that the process computing f suspends its action

until future f 0 is resolved. The reactivation React(f ) means the process continues the execution with f . The choice operator ⊕ in ⊕{Lj }j∈J denotes that the
currently active process selects a branch to continue. The offer operator &f in
&f{Lj }j∈J denotes that the object offers branches {Lj }j∈J when f is resolved.
The type skip denotes no action and we say L.skip ≡ L ≡ skip.L.
In ABS-ST the communication happens among processes in different objects.
We list three kinds of local types:
– A method type describes the execution of a single process on a particular
future f . It has the following attributes: (1) Its first action is p?f m for some
p, m, f , and (2) if it has a branching type, the final action in every branch
is Put f : (C) for some C, f , and (3) it contains no further resolving action or
receiving action, and (4) it contains no end.
– An object type is a type which is not a method type.
– A condensed type, denoted by L̂, where L is an object type, replaces every
action, except receiving and reactivation actions, in L with skip.
Example 3. Consider object d in the grading system in Section 2. Its method
type on future f , which is used for calling method publish, is c?f publish.Put f . Its
object type is L = c?f publish.Put f .s?f 00 request.Put f 00 .end, and its condensed
type is L̂ = c?f publish.skip.s?f 00 request.skip.skip ≡ c?f publish.s?f 00 request.
4.3

Projection

Projection is the procedure to derive local types of endpoints from a global
type. Since in SABS data is sent between different objects by active processes,
the projection rules have two levels: (1) Projecting a global type on objects and
resulting object types and (2) projecting object types on a future and resulting
method types, which type the behavior of process for computing the target future.
4.4

Projecting a Global Type to Local Types

We say a global type is projectable if every projection on every of its participants is defined and every future is introduced exactly once (i.e. linearity). A
projectable global type implies that the futures appear in it are located correctly
across multiple objects; thus the object types gained from it ensure the correct
usage of futures.
We define pre(G, G0 ) as the set of prefixes of G:
pre(G, G0 ) = {G00 | G ∈ G0 implies G00 .G ∈ G0 }
and that a future f introduced in G0 is active on object o in G iff (if and only if):
f

∧

(p −
→ o ∈ pre(G, G0 )) ∧ (o ↓ f : (C) 6∈ pre(G, G0 ))


Rel(p, f 0 ) ∈ pre(G, G0 ) ∧ f active in Rel(p, f 0 ) → o ↓ f 0 ∈ pre(G, G0 )
f

The first conjunct captures that after p −
→ o, f becomes active on o, while after
o ↓ f : (C), f becomes inactive on o; the second conjunct captures that if f has
been suspended on f 0 (i.e. Rel(p, f 0 ) ∈ pre(G, G0 )∧ f active in Rel(p, f 0 )), then
f must have been reactivated by resolving f 0 (i.e. o ↓ f 0 ∈ pre(G, G0 )).

Projection from global types to object types

 q!f m if (o = p) ∧ (f is fresh)
f
pj (p −
→ q : m, o)G= p?f m if (o = q) ∧ (f is fresh) ∧ (q is inactive)

skip if (o 6= q ∧ o 6= p) ∧ (f is fresh)

Put f : (C) if (o = p) ∧ (f is active on p)



if (o 6= p) ∧ (Rel(o, f ) ∈ pre(p ↓ f : (C), G))
pj (p ↓ f : (C), o)G= React f 0
∧( f 0 is active on o in Rel(o, f ))



otherwise
skip

Get f : (C) if (o = p) ∧ (q ↓ f : (C) ∈ pre(p ↑ f : (C), G))
pj (p ↑ f : (C), o)G=
skip
if (o 6= p) ∧ (q ↓ f : (C) ∈ pre(p ↑ f : (C), G))

if (o = p) ∧ (f 0 is active on p)

Await(f 0 , f )
∧(6 ∃p0 . p0 ↓ f ∈ pre(Rel(p, f ), G))
pj (Rel(p, f ), o)G=

if(o 6= p)
skip


⊕{pj (gj , o)G }j∈J if (o = p)
pj (p{gj }j∈J , o)G= &f {pj (gj , o)G }j∈J if (o 6= p) ∧ (f is active on o)

L
if (o =
6 p) ∧ (∀j ∈ J. pj (gj , o)G = L)
pj (end, o)G=end
pj (g∗ , o)G = (pj (g, o)G )∗ if g is self-contained
(
pj (G0 , o)G
if (pj (G0 , o)G = skip)
pj ((G0 .g), o)G=
0
pj (G , o)G .pj (g, o)G otherwise
Projection from object types to method types
SIMPLE = {p!f 0 m, p?f m, Put f : (C), Get f 0 : (C), Await(f, f 0 )}

L
if (L ∈ SIMPLE) ∧ (f is active)





skip
if (L ∈ SIMPLE) ∧ (some other future is active)





skip
if (L = React(f )) ∨ (L = end)





pjm(L
,
f
).pjm(L
,
f
)
if (L = L1 .L2 )
1
2



f
pjm(L0 , f )
if (L = (L0 )∗ ) ∧ (p −
→ q ∈ L0 )
pjm(L, f )=
f


pjm(L0 , f )∗
if (L = (L0 )∗ ) ∧ (p −
→ q 6∈ L0 )




if ((L = &f 0 {Lj }j∈J ) ∨ (L = ⊕{Lj }j∈J ))



pjm(Lj , f )
f


∧(f 6= f 0 ) ∧ (p −
→ o ∈ Lj )





⊕{pjm(Lj , f )}j∈J
if (L = ⊕{Lj }j∈J )



&f 0 {pjm(Lj , f )}j∈J
if (L = &f 0 {Lj }j∈J ) ∧ (Lj are distinct)
Fig. 4. Projection rules

Fig. 4 defines the projection rules as a function pj (g, o)G projecting g to
object o, where g ∈ G. We write pj (G, o)G = G  o. The side-conditions verify
the defined cases, where the futures are used correctly; others are undefined.

The interaction type projects a sending action on the caller side and a receiving action on the callee side. A resolving type gives an action for resolving f
on the corresponding object, and generates a reactivation for every objects who
are waiting for f ; for others, it gives skip. A fetching type gives an action for
fetching the result from f on the corresponding object and gives skip for others.
Its side-condition ensures that a future is resolved before fetching it. This must
be checked at a global level because resolving and fetching take place in different
objects. A releasing type gives suspension for the corresponding object and gives
skip for others. Its side-condition ensures that the releasing object does not have
any other future waiting for the same resolving. A branching type gives a choice
type for the active side and an offer for every one that either receives one of the
calls invoked by the object making the choice or reads from the active future. For
other objects, each branch should have the same behavior so that those objects
always know how to proceed no matter which branch was selected. Termination
type gives end, which means every future has been resolved and all objects are
inactive. The repetition and concatenation are propagated down.
4.5

Projecting Object Types to Method Types

Fig. 4 also defines the projection of an object type L to a method type on
a future f , denoted by pjm(L, f ). Since the correct usage of futures has been
checked when we do G  o, pjm(G  o, f ) has ensured the valid usage of futures.
For a sending, receiving, resolving, fetching, suspending, or repetition object
type which is active on future f , the projected method type is itself; otherwise
the projection gives skip. A choice object type gives a choice method type when
it projects on an active future used by the target object, while gives a unique
L when it projects on a future which only appears in one branch. Similarly for
the case of offer object type. A reactivation object type gives a method type
skip when it projects on any future because the next action after a suspension
will always be a reactivation inside a method type. Termination object type also
always gives skip for any future because it is not visible. A concatenation object
type gives a concatenation method type on any future.

5

Type System

We say the objects involving in a sequence of communications, i.e. a session,
satisfy communication correctness iff, during the interactions, they always comply with some pre-defined global type. To locally check endpoint implementations
and statically ensure communication safety, which is currently not supported by
core ABS, we here introduce a type system, which is defined in Fig. 5.
We use Θ as session environments, which contain sessions associating to
global types that they follow, with information about the types of participants;
we use Γ as shared environments mapping expressions to ground types, and ∆
as channel environments mapping channels (composed by a session name and
an object) to local types. Note that, channel environments only exist in the type
system. When we write Θ, Θ0 , we mean domain(Θ) ∩ domain(Θ0 ) = ∅, so as for
ϕ, Γ and ∆. Θ and Γ together store the shared information. For convenience, we
define role(G) returning the set of participants in G, ptypes(C) returning the

Θ(Session Environments) ::= ∅ | Θ, {ϕ}s:G
Γ (Shared Environments) ::= ∅ | Γ, e : T
∆(Channel Environments) ::= ∅ | ∆, s[p] : L

ϕ ::= ∅ | ϕ, I : p | ϕ, Any : 0

(T-New-Session)

G is projectable s fresh Θ = {Any : 0}s:G Γ ` e : String
Θ, Γ ` [Protocol: G ] Ses s = new Session(e)  ∆, s[0] : G  0
(T-New-Join)

Θ ` {ϕ}s:G for some G Γ ` e : ptypes(C) Γ ` c : I
Θ, Γ ` [Ses: s] c = new C [(e)]  ∆, s[c] : ∅
(T-Scheduler)

∀I ∈ I.implements(C, I) Θ, Γ [this 7→ C, fields(C)] ` M  ∆, s[obj (C)] : ∅
Θ = Θ00 , {ϕ}s:G ∃p ∈ role(G) s.t. G  p = L Θ0 = Θ00 , {ϕ, I : p}s:G
0
Θ , Γ `[Scheduler: L ] class C [(T x)] [implements I] { T x; M }  ∆, s[p] : L
(T-Send)

Θ = Θ0 , {ϕ, I : q}s:G Γ ` e : I Γ ` x : f Γ ` s  ∆, s[p] : L
Θ, Γ ` x = e!m(e); s  ∆, s[p] : q!f m.L
(T-Method)

(Θ = Θ0 , {ϕ, T : q}s:G ) ∧ ((T = I) ∨ (T = Any))
0
T ∈ T Γ = Γ [x 7→ T , x0 7→ T 0 ] Γ 0 [destiny 7→ f 0 ] ` s  ∆, pjm(L, f 0 )
Θ, Γ ` T 00 m (T x){T 0 x0 ; s}  ∆, s[p] : pjm(q?f m.L, f 0 )
(T-Offer)

Γ ` e : T J = {1..n} ∀j ∈ J.Γ ` pj : T Γ ` sj  ∆, s[p] : Lj f active on p in Lj
Γ ` case e{p1 ⇒ s1 , ..., pn ⇒ sn }  ∆, s[p] : &f {Lj }j∈J
(T-Choice)

Γ ` e : T Γ ` p : T J = {1..n} k ∈ J Γ ` s  ∆, s[p] : Lk
Γ ` case e {p ⇒ s}  ∆, s[p] : ⊕{Lj }j∈J
(T-Await)

L = React(f ).L0 f 0 inactive on p in L0 Γ ` s  ∆, s[p] : L
Γ ` await e?; s  ∆, s[p] : Await(f, f 0 ).L
(T-Skip)

Γ ` s  ∆, s[p] : L
Γ ` skip; s  ∆, s[p] : skip.L
(T-While)

(T-Return)

Γ ` e : T Γ (destiny) = f Γ ` s  ∆, s[p] : L
Γ ` return e; s  ∆, s[p] : Put f : (C).L

Γ ` b : Bool Γ ` s  ∆, s[p] : L
Γ ` while b{s}  ∆, s[p] : L?

(T-Get)

Γ ` s{e.get/x}  ∆, s[p] : L
Γ ` x = e.get; s  ∆, s[p] : Get f : (C).L

Fig. 5. The type system for the concurrent object level of ABS (Parts: Session-related)

types of parameters of C, implements(C, I) returning true if C can implement
interface I, obj (C) returning an instance of class C, and fields(C) returning a
shared environment containing attributes of C. We only list the session-related
typing rules related. Others are as same as those in core ABS [15].

Rule (T-New-Session) types a session creation by checking if G in the annotation
is projectable (see Section 4.4), the session id s is fresh, and the type of e is String.
If all conditions are satisfied, we create Θ = {Any : 0}s:G to record mappings
of types to the participants in G. The first mapping is Any : 0, in which Any
types the session initializer. Also, a channel s[0] and its type G  0 is created in
shared environments to specify this object playing 0 in G. Rule (T-New-Join) types
an object creation, which joins session s, which is a name (with type String) of
a session. The object creation is valid if s has been created (i.e. Θ ` {ϕ}s:G )
and the type of e is ptypes(C).
Rule (T-Scheduler) is the key rule to activate session-based typing. A class with
annotation [Scheduler: L ] is well-typed if its methods are well-typed (this part
is as same as the rule (T-Class) in [15]) and, by given the fact that the instance of
C has joined session s (i.e. s[obj (C)] : ∅), the local scheduler who specifies the
behavior of obj (C) against L should find L = G  p where p ∈ role(G), which
implies that obj (C), typed by I, plays as p in G when it joins s. Then we extend
Θ to Θ0 by adding I : p into {ϕ}s:G to claim that p associates to interface I,
and replacing s[obj (C)] : ∅ with s[p] : L in the channel environment.
Rule (T-Send) types an asynchronous remote method call. The object is allowed
to have such a call, specified by s[p] : q!f m, when the object calls a method m
using f (by checking x : f ) at an object playing q in G (i.e. Θ has {ϕ, I : q}s:G
and Γ has e : I) and its next statement s is also well-typed.
Rule (T-Method) types a method execution. It is valid to do so if the method
body is well-typed and the caller is an object playing q in G, known by Θ =
Θ0 , {ϕ, T : q}s:G where T is either equal to I or Any. We use f 0 for returning the
computation result as long as f 0 = f (i.e. pjm(q?f m.L, f 0 ) = q?f m.pjm(L, f 0 ).)
Rule (T-Offer) types case e{p1 ⇒ s1 , ..., pn ⇒ sn } with &f {Lj }j∈J by checking if every branch pj ⇒ sj is well-typed by Lj and checking if f is active in
Lj on the object p in session s. Rule (T-Choice) is the counterpart of (T-Offer).
Rule (T-Await) types the await statement with Await(f, f 0 ). It checks if the next
statament is well-typed by React(f ).L0 , which specifies the next action is to reactivate the usage of f and, since f 0 has been resolved, in L0 we have f 0 inactive
on p. Other rules are straightforward.
After locally type checking every objects’ implementations in a session based
on their corresponding local types, which are projected from a global type that
the session follows, our system ensures overall interactions among those objects
comply with communication correctness:
Theorem 1 (Communication Correctness). Let G be a projectable global
type and S a closed system in which a session s obeys to G. Let p01 , ..., p0n are
objects in s and respectively act as p1 , ..., pn in G. If the objects’ implementations are all well-typed by rules in Fig. 5, the interactions among p01 , ..., p0n
comply with communication correctness against G.
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Session Automata

As we type check a SABS program via rules in Fig.5, by rule (T-Scheduler),
a local type L is assigned as a scheduling policy to the scheduler of object

[Scheduler: L ] class C{...}; the scheduler can (re)activate processes (i.e. by
executing methods) based on L. To ensure that the scheduler’s behavior follows L, we propose a verification mechanism where a scheduler uses a session
automaton [2], as a scheduling policy, to model the possible sequence of events.
In this model, when the object is idle, the object’s scheduler inputs the
processes which can be (re)activated according to the session automaton, which
is automatically generated by L. If a labelled transition, which corresponds to an
event, can fire in the automaton, the object (re)activates this event. If there are
several processes which can run such transition, the scheduler randomly selects
one of them. This mechanism is a variant of typestate [20].
Session automata, a subclass of register automata [17], only store fresh futures; it is decideable whether two session automata accept the same language [2]:
Definition 3. [k-Register Session Automata] Let Σ be a finite set of labels,
D be an infinite set of data equipped with equality, and k ∈ N. A k-Register
Session Automaton is a tuple (Q, q0 , Φ, F ) where Q is the finite set of states,
q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states and Φ ⊆
(Q × Q0 ) ∪ (Q × Σ × 2{1,...,k} × {1, . . . , k} × Q) is the transition relation.
Data words are words over an alphabet Σ ×D. A data word automata has a data
store, which can save k data values. A transition fires for a letter (a, d) ∈ Σ × D
if a set of equalities of the form d = ri are satisfied, where ri refers to the ith
stored data value. After a transition fires, the data store records d.
Let σ : {1, . . . , k} → D be the store. We define (q, a, I, i, q 0 ) as a transition
in automaton from state q to state q 0 upon reading (a, d) if σ[i] = d for all
i ∈ I, I = {1..n} by updating σ[i] to d, and define (q, q 0 ) as an -transition that
switches the state without reading the next letter:
Definition 4. [Runs of Session Automata] A run of a k-register session automak
ton A = (Q, q0 , Φ, F ) on a data word w =
∗ (a1 , d1 ), . . . , (ak , dk ) ∈ (Σ × D) is a
sequence s ∈ Q × N × ({1, . . . , k} → D) . An element (q, j, σ) of the sequence
denotes that A is at state q with store σ and reads (aj , dj ). To be a run of A,
the sequence s = (q0 , j0 , σ0 ), . . . , (qn , jn , σn ) must satisfy the following:


(qi , qi+1 ) ∈ Φ ∧ (ji = ji+1 ) ∧ (σi = σi+1 ) ∨


(qi , (aji , dji ), I, k, qi+1 ) ∈ Φ ∧ (ji+1 = ji + 1) ∧ (σi+1 = σi [k/dji ]) ∧ ∀l ∈ I. σi (l) = dji

where I = {1..n} and σi [k/dji ] is a function mapping the kth stored data to
dji . Now we revise Σ to Σ = ({invocREv} × Met) ∪ {reactEv} and D = Fut,
where invocREv labels process activation and reactEv labels process reactivation. Given an object type, we can build a session automaton:
Definition 5. Let L be an object type. Let k be number of futures in L̂. We
assume the futures are ordered and pos(f ) refers to the number of f in the
ordering. The k-register session automaton AL is defined inductively as follows:
– p?f m is mapped to a 2-state automaton which reads (invocREv, m) and
stores the future f in the pos(f )-th register on its sole transition.

– React f is mapped to a 2-state automaton which reads reactEV and tests
for equality with the pos(f )-th register on its sole transition.
– Concatenation, branching, and repetition using the standard construction
for concatenation, union, and repetition for NFAs.
When a process is activated, the automaton stores the process’s corresponding
futures; when a process is reactivated, the automaton compares the process’s
corresponding futures with the specified register. As all repetitions in types projected from a global type are self-contained, after the repetition, the futures used
there are resolved and thus the automaton can overwrite it safely. The example
below shows how a session automaton works based on an object type:
Example 4. Consider the example from Section 2. A simple automaton describing the sequence for the d (Service Desk) is
(invocREv, publish)
start

1

(invocREv, request)
2

d 7→ r0

3

d 7→ r1

The scheduler above does not need to use registers because it does not have
reactivations. The following one must read the registers to schedule reactivations:
∗

L = (p?f m1 .Await(f, f 0 ).p?f 00 m3 .Put f 00 .React(f ).Put f )
The generated 2-register session automaton is:
start

1

(invocREv, m1 )
d 7→ r0

2

(invocREv, m3 )
d 7→ r1

3

reactEv
d = r0

4

(invocREv, m1 )
d 7→ r0

The following theorem states that the objects involving in a session are faithful
to the session’s protocol if their processes can be verified by the corresponding
schedulers, whose behaviors follow the session automata:
Theorem 2 (Fidelity). Let G be a projectable global type and S a closed system
in which a session s obeys to G. Let p01 , ..., p0n are objects interacting in s and
respectively act as participants p1 , ..., pn in G. Let Aj be a session automaton
generated from G  pj . If every scheduler for pj , j ∈ {1..n} accepts the same
language as Aj does, the implementations on objects are faithful to G.
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Related and Future Work

The compositional approach introduced in [5, 6] proposed a four event semantics for core ABS. Their verification approach was bottom-up, i.e., class
invariants are verified and composed into system property based on history wellformedness; while our approach is top-down, i.e., system property is specified
in session types and projected into class invariants. We verify class invariants
based on the scheduling policy type-checked by local session types. Besides, we
introduce session types for process suspension and process reactivation.
Session types for object-oriented languages have been studied in [3, 8] and
implemented for libraries/extensions of mainstream languages like Java [13].

Also, lightweight session programming in Scala [19] was proposed by introducing
a representation of session types as Scala types. However, they do not explore
the valid usage of futures for modeling channel-based concurrency, neither verify
cooperative scheduling against specified execution orders.
Schedulers with automata for actor-based models were studied by Jaghoori et
al. [14], while user-defined schedulers for ABS were introduced by Bjørk et al. [1].
Our use of automata is similar to the drivers of [14], where drivers can not reject
any process if the process queue is non-empty and do not consider reactivations.
Our schedulers enable the object to wait for a method call to arrive.
Field et al. [7] used finite state automata (without registers) to encode typestate, Gay et al. [8] used typestate to guide session types with non-uniform
objects, while Grigore et al. [9] established register automata for runtime verification. In their approach the automata monitor the order of method invocations
in a sequential setting. The registers are used to store an unbounded amount of
object identities. Our automata are extended to be able to check the specified
orders of method calls. The schedulers thus can apply these automta to schedule
specified activations and reactivations in a concurrent setting.
Neykova and Yoshida [18] also consider an actor model with channels, where
processes are monitored by automata. Deniélou and Yoshida [4] used communicating automata to approximate processes and local types. However, their
approaches do not consider scheduling and validating the usage of futures.
We plan to prove that our type system ensures that interactions among objects are deadlock-free and always progresses, and then implement a sessionbased extension for the core ABS language.
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Conclusion

We establish a hybrid framework for compositional analysis. The system
property is guaranteed by type checking each objects’ behaviors against local
session types, which are gained by projecting global types on endpoints. In summary, we statically ensure communication correctness for concurrent processing
and, at the same time, ensure local schedulers’ behaviors will follow the specified
execution order among asynchronous communications at runtime.
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